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Stats



Facts about NeurIPS 2019: link

They received a 
record-breaking 
6743 submissions 
this year, of which 
1428 were accepted 
(including 36 orals 
and 164 spotlights)

https://medium.com/@dcharrezt/neurips-2019-stats-c91346d31c8f






Words from accepted papers’ titles



Outstanding New Directions Paper Award



Best Paper Award More

https://medium.com/@NeurIPSConf/neurips-2019-paper-awards-807e41d0c1e


Test of Time Award Videos

https://slideslive.com/neurips


NLP Ideas



Tutorial: Language Models

Predict location and 
symbol separately;

Formulating LM as a 
sequential decision 
making process



X-lingual: Comparing Unsupervised Word Translation Methods 
Step by Step
Cross-lingual word vector space alignment is the task of mapping the vocabularies 
of two languages into a shared semantic space

An evaluation on various cross-lingual word embedding methods

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/8836-comparing-unsupervised-word-translation-methods-step-by-step.pdf
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/8836-comparing-unsupervised-word-translation-methods-step-by-step.pdf


Comparing Unsupervised Word Translation Methods Step by 
Step

● Learn word-word mapping: distribution matching and refinement.
● Showed that vanilla GANs are the best in precision and robustness.
● Unsupervised way: inti with a seed dictionary

○ unsupervised dictionary induction (UBDI) using GANs: learn a linear transformation to 
minimize the divergence between a target distribution (say French word embeddings) 
and a source distribution (the English word embeddings projected into the French 
space) -> instabilities in other languages.

● Learning seed (bilingual) dictionary: proposed a simple criterion based 
on cosine similarities between nearest neighbors in the learned 
alignment.

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/8836-comparing-unsupervised-word-translation-methods-step-by-step.pdf


Method: GAN-initialized UBDI

● Use GANs:
○ English words E, French words F:  generator learns a mapping Ω, such that ΩE is 

very close to F; discriminator is used to tell if a word is French or English.
○ My own trial! From word-level to sentence-level:

■ I utilized similar way into a sentence level, where I replaced the generator 
with a pre-trained BERT model. 

■ Fails totally!
■ GANs are hard to train; BERT may be too complicated, it won’t no longer be 

a ”linear” mapping then. 
■ My blog post about GANs+pytorch, another post about cross-lingual papers. 

https://ireneli.eu/2019/07/16/deep-learning-18-gans-with-pytorch/
https://irenelizihui.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/papernotes_summer_19_crosslingual.pdf


Evaluation

● Compare the mappings on Estonian (et), Farsi (fa), Finnish (fi), Latvian 
(lv), Turkish (tr), and Vietnamese (vi). Pre-trained FastText, MUSE 
dictionaries and VecMap System.



AttentionXML: Label Tree-based Attention-Aware Deep Model for 
High-Performance Extreme Multi-Label Text Classification 

Highlights:  

A tree-based solution for Extreme multi-label text classification (XMTC) ;
Probabilistic label tree (PLT), which allows to handle millions of labels;
Uses BiLSTMs to capture long-distance dependency among words and 

a  multi-label attention to capture the most relevant parts of texts to each label;
 Evaluated over 6 benchmarks datasets including Amazon-3M with around 3 

million labels and 2 millions samples, achieve sota scores with competitive costs 
on time and space.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01727
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01727


 XMTC (paper link) Related Methods
● Four categories: 1-vs-All, Embedding-based, Instance or label tree-based and 

Deep learning-based methods.
● Recent methods:  

○ XML-CNN based method, but cannot capture the most relevant parts of the input text to each 
label.

○  Seq2seq method: MLC2Seq, etc (recurrent neural network (RNN) to encode a given raw text 
and an attentive RNN as a decoder to generate predicted labels sequentially. )

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01727


AttentionXML Model: PLT
● A shallow PLT: small H, small M 

(applied clustering method to build the 
tree)

● K-means to create a tree for labels: 
leaf nodes are true labels.



AttentionXML Model
● 300-dimensional GloVe
● Multi-Label Attention

● Cross-entropy loss function



AttentionXML Datasets



AttentionXML Evaluation (part)



Ouroboros: On Accelerating Training of Transformer-Based 
Language Models
● The first model-parallel algorithm that speeds the training of Transformer-based language models;

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.06695
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.06695


Evaluation



Kernelized Bayesian Softmax for Text Generation

Motivation: a word may have multiple senses according to different context, some 
of which might be distinct;
 
KerBS, better softmax for text generation:

a ) it employs a Bayesian composition of embeddings for words with multiple 
senses; 

b)  it is adaptive to semantic variances of words and robust to rare sentence 
context by imposing learned kernels to capture the closeness of words (senses) 
in the embedding space.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.00274


GNN Papers



HyperGCN: A New Method of Training Graph Convolutional Networks on 
Hypergraphs
A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph in 
which an edge can join any number of 
vertices.

hypergraphs: relationships are complex and go 
beyond pairwise associations

a novel GCN for SSL on attributed hypergraphs.

(source wiki)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.02589.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.02589.pdf


Intuition 
Problem definition:

The task is to assign labels to each hypernode.

Share the same edge, (very likely) have the same label. 

Define a Hypergraph Laplacian:
generalization from pairwise A to hypergraph



Method: Hypergraph Laplacian; 1-HyperGCN
Symmetrically normalized hypergraph Laplacian, to get A for the next later.



Datasets



Results (part)



Layer-Dependent Importance Sampling for Training Deep and 
Large Graph Convolutional Networks

Motivation: Original GCNs on large graphs: high computation and memory costs; 
sampling-based methods to train GCNs on a subset of nodes.

Sampling based on:
node-wise
layer-wise

https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.07323
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.07323


LADIES
layer-wise

thus the neighbor nodes can be taken into account together to calculate next 
layers’ embeddings without redundancy
neighbor-dependent 

thus the sampled adjacency matrix is dense without losing much information 
for training
importance 

sampling method should be adopted to reduce the sampling variance and 
accelerate convergence. 



Results (part)



Keep It Simple: Graph Autoencoders Without Graph Convolutional 
Networks
Replace GCN encoder with a linear model wrt the adjacency matrix of the graph 
and a unique weight matrix.

Takeaways: 
Dense datasets: Blogs, Google pages, etc. GCN encoder performance 

increases with the size of the graph. 
Nature of the dataset is crucial:  in citation graphs, if a reference A in an article 

B cited by some authors is relevant to their work, authors will likely also cite this 
reference A (creating a first order link)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.00942.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.00942.pdf


Social-BiGAT: Multimodal Trajectory Forecasting using 
Bicycle-GAN and Graph Attention Networks
-social interactions between humans and their physical interactions with the scene
-a graph-based generative adversarial network: graph attention network + 
Bicycle-GAN

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/8308-social-bigat-multimodal-trajectory-forecasting-using-bicycle-gan-and-graph-attention-networks.pdf
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/8308-social-bigat-multimodal-trajectory-forecasting-using-bicycle-gan-and-graph-attention-networks.pdf
https://junyanz.github.io/BicycleGAN/


DL+Healthcare



ML/DL + Healthcare
ML for 
computational 
biology and health;

Challenges in data; 

Biomedical data 
can drive 
innovation in ML.



When Clinicians/Doctors try to integrate ML/DL...



Transfusion: Understanding Transfer Learning for Medical Imaging

VGG, Bert; Pretraining, fine tuning

TL for medical imaging: not quite similar

Takeaway:

TL and random init perform the same; small models can work like larger ones.

How does TL help/effect?

-visualization; convergence speed

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.07208


Transfer learning and other thoughts



(Daphne Koller) ML: a new approach to drug 
discovery



A Special Panel



Panel in Climate Change + ML(1)



Panel in Climate Change + ML(2)

1. work for small and raw dataset: self-supervised learning, very exciting and 
applicable

2. train large multi-task models, transfer learning to get good results on new 
task where only a few samples 

3. combine prior knowledge, scientific reasoning, unsupervised learning, to get 
meaningful solutions 

4. New directions like RL: energy consumption, etc
5. Q&A:

change management problem
work with domain experts
ML is not always very helpful (ethics)



Other Fun Facts



A poster in the main poster session. 



Large Posters!



How to find a job during poster session?



A Very Short Title…. link

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.13466


13k Registered



Thanks
Q&A

ireneli.eu

https://ireneli.eu/


Other GCN links

https://tkipf.github.io/graph-convolutional-networks/ (GCN tutorial)

https://www.dgl.ai/ (DGL library)

Graph-BERT paper: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.05140v1.pdf

GCN to text classification: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.05679.pdf

https://tkipf.github.io/graph-convolutional-networks/
https://www.dgl.ai/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.05140v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.05679.pdf

